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By SARAH RAMIREZ

In the six months since COVID-19 led to prolonged lockdowns across the globe, it is  clear that the pandemic has
transformed consumer behaviors, attitudes and even lifestyles.

A new report from Brandwatch examines how consumers handled life under lockdowns, as well as how they are
approaching life after lockdowns.

The report is  based on survey data from about 120,000 interviews across eight countries, including the United States,
United Kingdom, China and France, and social data from more than 760 million social media posts across various
platforms.

Lockdown life
At the start of quarantines, when restrictions were most strict, consumers embraced nostalgic hobbies or
experiences to break up the monotony. Social media lit up with millions of posts about baking, bike riding, board
games and family move nights.

The social simulation video game Animal Crossing: New Horizons was the most-discussed game on social media
and attracted famous players, including celebrities and politicians. Luxury brands such as Valentino and Marc
Jacobs capitalized on Animal Crossing's popularity by announcing collection launches for the game (see story).
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Many consumers also reported increasing their alcohol consumption, leading to ecommerce growth for the industry
out of necessity. The status spirits market has shown recent growth, and the sector is often considered recession-
proof (see story).

Social conversations also centered on the sudden shift to working from home. Younger employees in particular
have grown to expect hybrid or remote workplaces in the near future.

Safety was also a major concern, one that impacted how comfortable consumers felt returning to in-store shopping
or restaurant dining. According to Brandwatch, shoppers have a tendency to pick stores based on how safe they felt.

The majority of retailers, including Nordstrom and Neiman Marcus, have implemented mandatory mask
requirements. Other safety measures include enhanced cleaning and contactless curbside pickup.

When making in-person purchases, almost a third of respondents, 31 percent, now prefer contactless payments.

Research from the National Retail Federation and Forrester found that more than two-thirds of retailers, 67 percent,
now accept some form of no-touch payment. Nearly seven in 10 retailers report no-touch payments having increased
since January (see story).
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Apprehension persists about traveling, especially by commercial airplanes. Instead, consumers spent money
earmarked for travel or entertainment on home furnishings and home improvement projects.

A decline in travel spending may also be a boon for the diamond industry, according to research from diamond
company De Beers Group.

De Beers found that more than two-thirds of Americans have canceled travel plans in 2020, with 55 percent of those
respondents having extra spending money as result of those cancelations. Without the ability to travel and only 15
percent expect to travel for leisure in the next six months one in eight respondents would opt to mark a special
occasion with diamonds (see story).

How can brands adapt?
As lockdowns and restrictions lift, many consumers remain weary with 30 percent feeling "very cautious" about the
future. Consumers also seem intent on keeping their slower lifestyles, rather than overbooking themselves with
obligations.
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This simpler approach will likely also apply during the holidays.

Survey responses and social data both indicate that gift budgets will be smaller this year. Thirty percent of survey
respondents plan to focus on building, or rebuilding, their savings over the next year.

As brands and retailers begin preparing for the holiday shopping season, they must keep in mind these changes in
consumer behaviors due to the pandemic.

According to Kibo Commerce's "2020 Guide to Holiday Commerce," retailers should focus on personalization, e-
commerce and fulfillment ahead of the shopping season.

Cyber Monday has seen record sales for several years, and as consumers remain weary of in-store retail, online
sales are only expected to grow even more. To be prepared, brands should take the time now to make sure
ecommerce sites are easy for both retailers and shoppers to use (see story).

Retailers are also working to improve their supply chains.

The pandemic has accelerated ecommerce and many brands and retailers were caught off-guard by the surge in
online fulfillment.

Sixty-five percent of consumers said they experienced out-of-stock issues during the first couple of months of the
crisis, according to a report from Astound Commerce called 2020 Holiday Preparedness (see story).
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1. Fred Reffsin says:

September 11, 2020 at 9:42 am
I beleive the broader issues and implications for the luxury market are as follow
The Myth of Revenge Spending
I’m Here, I’m Safe and I Still Have Money
The New Luxury Is Modest, Discreet and Functional
Is It Really Luxury If No One Is There To See
Luxury Is a Very High Price To Belong When No One is Watching
These are game changing issues that many of the luxury brands have yet to address. The world post-pandemic is much more
than the increases in contactless payment or consumption of alcohol
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